Abstract. We implement a Chern-Simons (CS) contribution into the compact QED3 description of the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model in two dimensions at zero temperature. The CS term allows for the conservation of the SU(2) symmetry of the quantum spin system and fixes the flux through a plaquette to be a multiple of π as was shown by Marston. We work out the string tension of the confining potential which acts between the spinons and show that the CS term induces a screening effect on the magnetic field only. The confining potential between spinons is not affected by the CS flux. The strict site-occupation by a single spin 1/2 is enforced by the introduction of an imaginary chemical potential constraint.
Introduction
Quantum phase transitions of matter near zero temperature have attracted much interests in the recent past. A possible mechanism for high-T c superconductivity may be a transition between an antiferromagnetic Néel phase and a valence-bond-solid (VBS) phase, see f.i. reference [1] . Frustrated Heisenberg interactions can be mapped into a non-linear sigma model from which it is shown that topological defects play an important role in the spinon deconfinement through the phase transition from a Néel phase to a VBS phase [2] . We shall introduce below gauge theories which cannot predict such kind of phase transitions in non-frustrated Heisenberg models.
At low energy non-frustrated Heisenberg Hamiltonian can be reduced to Dirac actions. Indeed, a gauge field formulation of the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model in d = 2 dimensions leads to a quantum electrodynamic QED 3 action for spinons [12] . It was shown through a renormalization group study of compact (2+1)-dimensionnal Maxwell electrodynamics coupled to fermion field with SU (N ) symmetry that the fermions cannot deconfine when N is lower than 20 [23] . This is of peculiar interest for the QED 3 description of the non-frustrated Heisenberg model. Indeed, in the latter case the number of replica is N = 2 which implies that the spinons will not deconfine and the Heisenberg model will not present a paramagnetic phase (i.e. no VBS phase). We shall provide here arguments which agree with [23] and are based on the introduction of a Chern-Simons term into to coma e-mail: rdillen@skku.edu pact QED description of the non-frustrated Heisenberg models.
We consider the π-flux state approach introduced by Affleck and Marston [3, 4] . In this description it was shown that the flux through a plaquette formed by four spin sites must be equal to multiples of π in order to satisfy the projection properties of the loop operator [5] . The flux can be strictly fixed to kπ where k is an integer by means of a Chern-Simons (CS) term. We introduce such a term here in order to fix the flux and assure the conservation of the SU (2) symmetry of the quantum spin system.
It is well known that in compact Maxwell theory Dirac magnetic monopoles (instantons) in (2+1) dimensions lead to confinement of test particles [13] . The question now arises about the effects produced by the introduction of a Chern-Simons term in the compact π-flux description of the Heisenberg interaction. We shall review well known results which lead to the conclusion that the flux through a plaquette controled by the CS term, screens only the magnetic field between spinons but does not affect the confining potential.
In the present approach the spin site-occupation is strictly fixed to one through the introduction of an imaginary chemical potential [6] avoiding the introduction of a Lagrange multiplier term [7] .
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we recall the main steps of the QED 3 formulation of the two-dimensional antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model. A justification for the implementation of the CS term is given and the modification induced by the presence of instantons is discussed. Section 3 deals with the derivation of the 326 The European Physical Journal B instanton action. In Section 4 the string tension of the potential between spinons is worked out.
Flux constraint in the presence of topological defects
Heisenberg quantum spin Hamiltonians of the type
with antiferromagnetic coupling {J ij } < 0 can be mapped onto Fock space by means of the transformation S (1) is invariant under SU (2) symmetry and also under the U (1) gauge transformation
In 2d space the Heisenberg interaction can be written in terms of a π-flux mean-field Hamiltonian for which the mean-field flux φ mf through a square plaquette of four spin sites is given by
where θ i is the gauge phase appearing in the gauge transformation (2) and m is an integer. The π-flux meanfield ansatz keeps the Hamiltonian (1) invariant under SU (2) symmetry transformations. The dispersion relation of the π-flux mean-field Hamiltonian shows two independent nodal points. Near these nodal points the dispersion relation is linear with respect to the momentum vector [12] . In the neighbourhood of the nodal points and at low energy the Hamiltonian (1) can be rewritten in terms of a four-component Dirac spinon action in the continuum limit [8] [9] [10] . This action describes a spin liquid in (2+1) dimensions which includes the phase fluctuations δφ around the π-flux mean field phase φ mf . It has been derived in [9] and reads
In the following we consider the zero temperature limit β → ∞. Here a µ = ∂ µ θ is a gauge field generated from the U (1) symmetry invariance of S E when ψ → e igθ ψ. The bi-spinor Dirac spinon field ψ is defined by
where f † 1,k,σ and f 1,k,σ (f † 2,k,σ and f 2,k,σ ) are fermion creation and annihilation operators which act near the nodal points (
2 )) of the momentum k. Indices a and b characterize the rotated operators
The constant g in (3) is the coupling strength between a µ and ψ. The first term corresponds to the "Maxwell" term − 2 )|ϕ where |ϕ = |u + |v is a general quantum state it is easy to see that v|Π|v = 0 and Π 2 |u = |u . From the last equality one deduces that |u can be decomposed into the eigenstates of Π with eigenvalues ±1. The loop operator can also be rewritten as Π = |Π|e iφ where φ is the total flux through the plaquette. In order to guarantee the properties of Π the total flux through the plaquette has to verify φ = πk where k is an integer. Other values are thus "forbidden" gauge configurations.
In order to remove these configurations (φ = ±π) in the case of the Heisenberg antiferromagnet a CS term is introduced in the QED 3 action in order to fix the total flux through the plaquette. This leads to the MaxwellChern-Simons (MCS) action in Euclidean space
